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An Island Universe
Apr 26, 1920: The Great Debate – Shapley vs Curtis

Harlow Shapley – the Milky Way was the entire Universe

Heber Curtis – many novae in Andromeda: “island Universe" (I Kant)

Edwin Hubble, 1922-1924, Cepheid stars in some nebuale, as
Andromeda and Triangulum. Was 35, published in the New York
Times, on Nov 23, 1924; then at 1925 meeting of AAS

Henrietta S Leavitt 1912 period-luminosity relationship of Cepheid
variable stars: linear dep luminosity vs log of period of variab stars
(Eddington valve) “standard candles" for measuring H

In 1929 Hubble derived his famous velocity-distance relationship for
nebulae using, as he wrote to Vesto Slipher (got results since 1912):
“your velocities and my distances"

Present “island Universe": Josiah McElheny, glass artist, White Cube
London, Nat Mus Reina Sofia Madrid – The Multiverse Feeney ea ’11

E Elizalde, QVG2013, 4-6 Nov 2013 Toulouse (France) – p. 3/24





 November 23, 1924 

FINDS SPIRAL NEBULAE ARE STELLAR SYSTEMS; Dr. Hubbell 
Confirms View That They Are 'Island Universes' Similar to Our Own. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 22. -- Confirmation of the view that the spiral nebulae, which 
appear in the heavens as whirling clouds, are in reality distant stellar systems, or 
"island universes," has been obtained by Dr. Edwin Hubbell of the Carnegie 
Institution's Mount Wilson observatory, through investigations carried out with the 
observatory's powerful telescopes. 

In 1929 Hubble formulated the Redshift Distance Law, Hubble's law

Edwin Hubble (1929), "A relation between distance and radial 
velocity among extra-galactic nebulae“, PNAS 15, 168–173

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble%27s_law
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Henrietta S Leavitt 1912 period-luminosity relationship of Cepheid 
variable stars: linear dep luminosity vs log of period of variab stars 
(Eddington valve) “standard candles" for measuring H



Vesto
Slipher

On September 17, 1912, obtained 
the first radial velocity of a "spiral 
nebula" - Andromeda. Using the 
24-inch telescope at Lowell (Percival) 
Observatory, AZ, he got more 
Doppler shifts, establishing that 
large velocities, usually in 
recession, were a general property 
of the spiral nebulae.

Slipher presented his results of the speed of 15 nebulae to the Am 
Astronomical Society in 1914, and received a standing ovation.



 



Big Bang
“Condició primigènia en la qual existien unes
condicions d'una infinita densitat i temperatura”
[Wikipedia CAT]
“At some moment all matter in the universe 
was contained in a single point” [Wikipedia]

Georges Lemaître (1894-1966)
Theory, 1927: Solution (Friedmann’s) of Einstein’s Eqs
Annales Société Scientifique Bruxelles 47, 49 (1927), Eddington MNRAS (1930)

Observational evid.: V. Slipher redshifts + E. Hubble distancies 
"hypothèse de l'atome primitif“   Nature 127, 706 (1931)

primeval atom,  cosmic egg
James Peebles: "The discovery that the U is expanding", Madrid 21/4/15

WS Adams i T Dunham Jr 37-41; G Gamow 48; RA Alpher, RC Herman 49



• 1917 Einstein found from his equations of GR a static model of the U, by introducing the cc Λ

• 1917, few months after, de Sitter found a solution which might explain Slipher’s nebular redshifts

• 1922 Friedmann found E’s eqs allowed a dynamic U, but did not connect this to astronomical obs

• 1922 Öpik, by an ingenious method, had already found a distance of 450 kpc to Andromeda, 
much closer to the real value than Hubble’s later distance of 285 kpc

• 1927 Lemaître derived a value of H using Hubble’s 1926 distances and Slipher’s redshifts; depending 
on choice of observations he arrived at 625 or 575 (compared to Hubble’s 500(km/s)/Mpc in 1929). 
He was fully aware of the significance of his discovery

• 1929 Hubble opted for K = 500(km/s)/Mpc as his favorite value, working with his own distances and 
Slipher’s redshifts, as tabulated in Eddington’s The Mathematical Theory of Relativity (2nd Ed 1924)

• Hubble refrained from interpreting his observational discovery: “The outstanding feature, however, is 
the possibility that the velocity-distance relation may represent the de Sitter effect…”. In a later letter 
to de Sitter, Hubble wrote he would leave the interpretation to those “competent to discuss the matter 
with authority”. In none of the 7 pages of Hubble’s paper is there a single word about an expanding 
universe; it is likely that Hubble never believed in such a thing

• It is not known when Einstein was converted to believe in the expanding U; it probably happened 
when Eddington showed him that his static solution was unstable

Stigler’s law of eponymy: ‘No scientific discovery is named after its original discoverer’
Kragh, Smith 2003; Livio 2011; Luminet, 2011; Nussbaumer, Bieri, C.U.P. 2009, 2011, 2013





Alternatives:
Steady State theory:  James Jeans,1920s, conjectured a steady state 
cosmology based on continuous creation of matter in the universe. 
Much improved in 1948 by Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold, and Hermann Bondi.
Hoyle, on 28 March 1949, on the BBC: “Big Bang”. Published in The Listener, 1950.

Cyclic model (or oscillating universe): In a poem by Erasmus Darwin, 1791:  
universe that expanded and contracted in a cyclic manner. 

Edgar Allan Poe, 1848, similar cyclic system in his essay Eureka: A Prose Poem.
Richard C. Tolman, 1934, showed cyclic model failed because 

the universe would undergo inevitable thermodynamic heat death.

New cyclic model: brane cosmology model of the creation of the universe 
(derived from the ekpyrotic model) proposed in 2001 by Paul Steinhardt (Princeton  
and Neil Turok (Cambridge).    Evades entropy problem by net expansion in each 
cycle, preventing entropy from building up. 
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≈ 5.39106(32) × 10−44 s

ħ  = 1.054571726(47)×10−34 J s 
=  6.58211928(15)×10−16 eV s

On the very origin 

       A mathematical singularity. 
Extrapolation of the expansion of the universe backwards in time using General 
Relativity yields an infinite density and temperature at a finite time in the past

[Hawking and Ellis, The Large-Scale Structure of Space-Time (Cambridge U.P., 1973)]

?

inside Planck region ?



Max Planck   &   Albert Einstein

• Max Planck to his son: “Today I made a discovery which could be as important as 
that of Newton”  Physics NP 1918 

• Albert Einstein got the Physics NP 1921 not for Relativity but “… for the discovery 
of the photoelectric effect”

E= hν



Inflation 

App. 10−36 seconds after the origin, a phase transition caused a cosmic inflation, during which the universe grew very quickly 

The inflationary epoch lasted from 10−36 to 10−35 seconds after the origin to some 10−33 to 10−32 s 

de Sitter space (1917) is the analog in Minkowski space (spacetime) of a sphere in ordinary, Euclidean space. It is the 

maximally symmetric, vacuum solution of Einstein's eqs, corresp. to a positive vacuum energy density and negative pressure 

De Sitter space can be defined as a submanifold of a Minkowski space of one higher dimension. Take Minkowski 

space R1,n with the standard metric: 

De Sitter space is the submanifold described by the hyperboloid of one sheet 

    where  is some positive constant with dimensions of length 

In the early 1970s Zeldovich: flatness and horizon problems of BB cosmology 

In the late 1970s, Sidney Coleman applied the instanton techniques of A. 

Polyakov et al to study the fate of the false vacuum in quantum field theory. 

Like a metastable phase in statistical mechanics—water below the freezing 

temperature or above the boiling point—a quantum field needs to nucleate a 

large enough bubble of the new vacuum (new phase), to make a transition. 

(In QFT, a false vacuum is a metastable sector of space that appears to be a 

perturbative vacuum, but is unstable due to instanton effects that may tunnel 

to a lower energy state. This tunneling can be caused by quantum fluctuations 

or the creation of high-energy particles. This is analogous to metastability for 

first-order phase transitions.) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_transition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_inflation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Submanifold
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minkowski_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperboloid
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Zero point energy

QFT vacuum to vacuum transition: 〈0|H|0〉
Spectrum, normal ordering (harm oscill):

H =

(
n+

1

2

)
λn an a

†
n

〈0|H|0〉 =
~ c

2

∑

n

λn =
1

2
tr H

gives ∞ physical meaning?

Regularization + Renormalization ( cut-off, dim, ζ )

Even then: Has the final value real sense ?
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(from S.Reynaud)



The Casimir Effect 
BC e.g. periodic 
-> all kind of fields 

se > curvature or topology 

vacuum 

Casimir Effect 

.- Dynamical CE -{= 

.- Lateral CE 

Universal process: 

.. Sonoluminiscence (Schwinger) 

.. Cond. matter (wetting 3He ale.) 

.- Optical cavities 

~ Direct experim. confirmation 

Van der Waals, Lifschitz theory 

.- Extract energy from vacuum 

- .- CE and the cosmological constant -{= 



QUANTUM VACUUM FLUCTUATIONS
OF SPACETIME ITSELF?

BICEP2'S SNAPSHOTS OF THE CMB POLARIZATION

On 17 Mar 2014, John Kovac announced that, by looking 
at the CMB signal, BICEP2 had found the imprint of 
gravitational waves from the Big Bang:
*polarization of the CMB
*curly patterns known as B modes
*generated by gravitational waves during inflation

Sergi R. 
Hildebrandt



PRL 112, 241101 (2014) PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS .. --· ... -··-···o 
20 JUNE 2014 

~ 
Detection of B-Mode Polarization at Degree Angular Scales by BICEP2 

P. A. R. Ade, 1 R. W. Aikin,2 D. Barkats,3 S. J. Benton,4 C. A. Bischoff,5 J. J. Bock,2
'
6 J. A. Brevik,2 l. Buder,5 E. Bullock,7 

C. D. Dowell,6 L. Duband,8 J. P. Filippini,2 S. Fliescher,9 S. R. Golwala,2 M. Halpern, 10 M. Hasselfield,1° 
S.R. Hildebrandt,2'

6 G.C. Hilton,11 V.V. Hristov,2 K.D. Irwin, 12
•
13

·
11 K.S. Karkare,5 J.P. Kaufman,14 B.G. Keating,14 

S A K ki. 12 J M K . . 5·* e L K 12' 13 E M L 't l 15 M L . k 2 p M 2 e B N tt fj ld 4' 16 . . ernasovs · y, . . ovac, · . . uo, . . e1 e 1, . ue er, . ason, . . e e1 ie , 
H. T. Nguyen,6 R. O'Brient,6 R. W. Ogbun1IV,12

·
13 A. Orlando, 14 C. Pryke,9•

7·t C. D. Reintsema,11 S. Richter,5 R. Schwarz,9 

C. D. Sheehy,9·
15 Z. K. Staniszewski,2'

6 R. V. Sudiwala, 1 G.P. Teply,2 J. E. Tolan,12 A. D. Tun1er,6 A. G. Vieregg,5'
15 

e 5 12, 13 . L. Wong, and K. W. Yoon 

(BICEP2 Collaboration) 

1Schoo1 of Physics and Astrononiy, Cardif.f University1 Cardif.f, CF24 3AA1 United Kingdo1n 
2Departlnent of Physics, California lnstitute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125, USA 

3 l oint ALMA Observatory, Vitacura, Santiago, Chile 
4Departnient of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1A7, Canada 

5Harvard-S1nithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Carden Street MS 42, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA 
6Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 91109, USA 

1Minnesota lnstitute for Astrophysics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, USA 
8Service des Basses Tenipératures, Comn1issariat a l'Energie Ato1nique, 38054 Grenoble, France 

9Department of Physics, Un iversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, USA 
10Departn1ent of Physics and Astron.01ny, University of British Colunibia, 

Vancouver, British Columbia .. V6T l Zl, Canada 
11National lnstitute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado 80305, USA 

12Departnient of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305, USA 
13 Kavli lnstitute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosn1.ology, SLAC Nationa/ Accelerator Laboratory, 

2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA 
14Department of Physics, University of California at San Diego, La f olla, California 92093, USA 

15University of Chicago, Chicago, lllinois 60637, USA 
16Canadian lnstitute for Advanced Research, Toronto, Ontario, M50 1Z8, Canada 

(Received 4 Apríl 2014; revised n1anuscript received 13 June 2014; published 19 June 2014) 
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Could Quantum Gravity ever be detected?
Freeman Dyson at Singapore conference Aug 2013, celebrating his 90th Birthday: 

*physically impossible

*to detect individual graviton, mirrors need be so heavy they would collapse to form a Black Hole

But L. Krauss & F. Wilczeck, Phys. Rev. D89, 047501 (2014):

• gravitational waves stretch spacetime along one direction while contracting it along the other

• would affect how electromagnetic radiation travels through space, causing it to be polarized

• ”…measurement of polarization of CMB due to gravitational waves from Inflation would firmly
establish the quantization of gravity”

• gravitational waves can be traced back to individual gravitons, “…what we finally hope to
detect is the signal from a single graviton amplified by the Universe expansion”

And Alan Guth ”…the expected gravitational waves arise from the quantum 
properties of the gravitational field itself, and are not merely a by-product of the gravitational
field interacting with the quantum fluctuations of other fields”



PHYSICAL REVIEW D 89, 047501 (2014) 

Using cosmology to establish the quantization of gravity 

Lawrence M. Krauss 
School of Earth and Space Exploration and Department of Physics, Arizona State University, 

Tempe Arizona 85287-1404 and Mount Stromlo Observatory, 
Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Australian National University, 

Weston, 2611, Australia 

Frank Wilczek 
Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA 
(Received 4 October 2013; published 20 February 2014) 

While many aspects of general relativity have been tested, and general principles of quantum dynamics 
demand its quantization, there is no direct evidence for that. It has been argued that development of 
detectors sensitive to individual gravitons is unlikely, ,and perhaps impossible. We argue here, however, that 
measurement of polarization of the cosmic microwave background due to a long wavelength stochastic 
background of gravitational waves from inflation in the early Universe would firmly establish the 
quantization of gravity. 

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.047501 

Direct detection of gravitational waves is an exciting 
frontier of experimental physics, with positive results 
anticipated soon (e.g., Ref. [1]). The anticipated signals 
are classical disturbances, comprised of coherent super
positions of many individual quanta. The possibility of 
detecting individual gravitons is far more daunting. 
Indeed, recently Freeman, Dyson, and colleagues [2] have 
cogently estimated that it may in fact be infinitely more 
daunting, namely, that it is likely to be impossible, to 
physically realize a detector sensitive to individual grav
itons without having the detector collapse into a black hole 
in the process. 

If that is the case, one might wonder whether we can ever 
- + • - - + + -

PACS numbers: 04.60.-m, 04.80.Cc 

magnitude, even within the inflationary scenario, depends 
on the rate of expansion during inflation. If the background 
is not observed, it could simply indicate a relatively small 
rate of expansion. But detection is a plausible possibility, as 
we describe, and major efforts are underway to achieve it. 
We should also emphasize that no essentially new pre
dictions or calculations are presented here; we are merely 
bringing to the foreground an implication of existing results 
that seems particularly noteworthy. 

The fact that quantization associated with gravity 
appears to be an essential feature of a gravitational wave 
background generated by inflation is suggested by 
existing calculations, including the following. A period 
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MIT-CTP 4551 

Inftation Driven by U nification Energy 

Mark P . Hertzberg* and Frank Wilczekt 
Center for Theoretical Physics and Dept. of Physics) 

M assachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge; MA 02139; USA 
(Dated: J uly 24, 2014) 

vVe examine the hypothesis that infiation is primarily driven by vacuum energy ata scale indicated 
by gauge coupling unification. Concretely, we consider a class of hybrid infiation models vvherein 
the vacuum energy associated vvith a grand unified theory condensate provides the dominant energy 
during infiation, while a second "infiaton" scalar slow-rolls . We shovv that it is possible to obtain 
significant t ensor-to-scalar ratios while fitting the observed spectral index. 

l. INT RODUCTION 

Cosmological infiation [1- 3] provides an explanation 
for the large scale homogeneity and isotropy of the uni
verse. It also suggest s a natural origin for small inho
mogeneities, tracing them to spontaneous fiuctuations 
in quantum fields . It s qualitative and semi-quantitative 
predictions agree 'vell 'vith recent observations , notably 
including the approximately, but not precisely, scale
invariant spectrum of density perturbations . Gravita
tional waves, resulting from quantum fiuctuations in the 
metric field , are another possible consequence of infia
tion. T he amplitude with which these occur, hoVirever, is 
sensitive to the energy density during infiation. Within 
the present st ate of understanding, that energy density 
appears as an essentially free parameter. 

In this letter 've explore the possibility that vacuum en
ergy density associated 'vith grand unification [4, 5] dom
inates the energy density during infiation. Then the am
plitude of prirnordial gravity 'vaves is set , at least serni
quantitatively, by microphysics - specifically, the energy 
scale of unification of gauge couplings [6]. 

'\/Ve find that rnodels implementing this idea can be 
consistent v¡rith existing data [7, 8], and allow for a sig
nificant tensor-to-scalar, such as rnight be indicated by 
recent BICEP2 data [9]. Our main results are summa
rized in F igure 1, 'vhere we cornpute the predictions for 
the spectral index and t ensor-to-scalar ratio in different 
parameter regirnes. 

In order to obtain the requisite number of e-foldings, 
we will need to introduce a scalar field <P that undergoes 
P lanck-scale displacement during infiation. Because of 
this, the global shape of its potential is sensitive to effect s 
of quantum gravity and other corrections that are not 
well controlled theoretically. We 'vill discuss the resulting 
uncertainties as thev arise. 

11. M ODEL 

To implement the idea that unification energy density 
drives infiation , v¡re considera Higgs field h 'vith potential 

(1) 

where v is the vacuum expectation value associated 'vith 
gauge unification , and .\ , t aken to be 0 (1), is a self
coupling. '\/Ve have fixed the vacuum energy after symme
try breaking to be negligible. Unification of gauge cou
plings suggests v rv 1016 Ge V (in MSSM, see e.g., [10]) , 
a value also broadly consistent with neutrino masses 
m v rv 0.1 e V, generated via the see-saw mechanism . The 
unification scale probably cannot be significantly lower, 
since unification brings in particles capable of mediating 
proton decay, and those must be very heavy. T he vac
uum energy stored in the field at the symmetric point 
h = O is then 

Va = .\ v 4 
rv (1016 Ge V)4 

4 
(2) 

We v¡rill investigate v¡rhether 've can sit near that point in 
field space and drive infiation using Va . 

T he minimal possibility, using the evolution of h itself 
to drive infiation, is problematic. Indeed, the (tachyonic) 
mass parameter mh rv 1016 Ge V is significantly larger 
than the Hubble parameter H = VVol3/ Mpz , where 
Mpz 1 /~ is the reduced P lanck mass. T herefore 
the field will evolve away from h = O rapidly, and we will 
not have an extended period of infiation. 

T his leads us to consider a forrn of hybrid infiation 
[11]. (E arlier analyses, often focused on lov¡r scale mod
els, appear in [12- 18]) . We will consider the two field 
potential 

V ( <jJ, h) = ~ ( h 2 
- v

2
) 

2 + ~ efJ2 h 2 + U ( <jJ) ( 3) 
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Recent developments:

 B2P realized B2 had exceptionally bad luck
 S Pole región has huge dust stream (inter Magellanic clouds)
 Dust polariz r = .2 as corresp to GUTs (1016 GeV):  fatal coincidence !!
 Only 1 frequency, no discrim power against dust
 Needed to involve astronomers: multidisciplinary team

 Combining B2 and UpKECK: r = .06 ± .04
 B2P  r < .13 at 95%
UpKECK alone:  r = .03
 The probably wisest guess: r = .01 ± .005  (optimistic)

 Wait for B3 and full KECK at 95 GHz:
 discriminating power against dust
 from 150 to 100 dust signal 4 times less
 If this scaling is broken:  some cosmological signal remnant !!
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The Magellanic Clouds
Known since prehistoric times, since 
there is no bright south polar star, 
these two glowing patches in the 
southern sky helped navigators to 
mark the pole. Europeans heard of 
them during Magellan's expedition 
around the world, early 16th C. The 
two clouds are small galaxies moving in 
orbits around the Milky Way. 

They are connected by a bridge of diffuse hydrogen gas: the Magellanic Stream. This long 
filament also extends from the small cloud in an arc beyond the south galactic pole, reaching in 
the other direction into the plane of the Milky Way, and resembles a bridge between the two 
clouds themselves. The Magellanic Clouds are satellites of our own galaxy and their orbits are 
likely to take them through the Milky Way disk. Astronomers speculate that the Magellanic
stream is a tail of gas drawn out during such an encounter about half a billion years ago.
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Six science stories we can't wait to follow in 2015 - LA Times

6. The search for ripples in the structure of spacetime continues

Scientists in the BICEP2 collaboration rocked the astrophysics world when they 
announced in March that they had picked up signs of cosmic inflation -- the 
universe's giant growth spurt shortly after the Big Bang -- as well as evidence of 
gravitational waves, ripples in the structure of spacetime that have been theorized 
but never detected. Data from the European Space Agency's Planck spacecraft, 
however, allowed other researchers to poke holes in the findings, leaving the 
discovery up for debate.
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